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ABSTRACT 

We derive practical numerical calculation 
procedures for determining the individual losses ex
perienced by the different traffic streams in large 
hierarchical or non-hierarchical telephone networks 
in conditions of statistical equilibrium. We show that 
each partial traffic may be characterized by its con
gestion factor : the ratio of call congestion to tfine 
congestion for the stream considered in isolation and 
for an equivalent capacity to be determined. 

In the case of "peaky" traffics, this factor 
is more representative than the usual "peakedness 
factor". We therefore amend the Hayward loss formu
la and present a relatively simple calculation method 
applicable to telephone, data and multi-channe l 
(ISD N) traffics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A t the last ITC [ 7 ], we presented a num
ber of very theoretical considerations on the combi
nation of overflow traffics in the case of the lost 
call model. In this paper we present practical nume
rical calculation methods for evaluating the indivi
dual loss experienced by each traffic stream. We con
sider hierarchical and non-hierarchical networks in 
conditions of statistical equilibrium. Call holding times 
have the negative exponential distribution. We consi
der calls of different types (telephone, data), including 
the case of multi-channel calls in the ISDN. 

In the above mentioned paper we showed that 
the usual approach consisting in defining the overall 
overflow traffic offered as a one dimensional point 
process of overflow arrivals, composed of the sum of 
x partial overflow processes, is not rigorously correct. 
We showed that it is, in fact, necessary to define an 
offered process of x dimensions in which we take ac
count of the simultaneous evolution of all primary 
trunk groups, rather than simply considering each par
tial overflow traffic and its own primary trunk group 
separately. An approximate arrival process cannot be 
defined uniquely by the instants of served arrivals; it 
should also be defined by the instants of non served 
arrivals which (as opposed to the case of a Poisson 
process), depend on the blocking states of all (primary 
and overflow) trunk groups. 

To come back to the traditional point of 
view, that is to the possibility of partitioning the sta
te equations, it appeared that the equivalent distribu
tions for each traffic stream must be modified in cer
tain blocking configurations. Calculations are then 
very complex but provide an important theoretical 
result. The possibility of having approximately a "pro
duct form" solution for the combination of partial 
states means that each traffic stream can, in practice, 

conserve its own time scale. The only slight influence 
of disparities in the mean holding times of different 
call types (telephone, data) occurs through the norma
lizing factors. We assume therefore, without introdu
cing a significant supplementary error, that mean 
call holding times are the same for all types. 

To derive a practical calculation method, we 
now come back to the usual problem concerning the 
superposition of x one-dimensional regenerative arri
val processes to approximately represent the overall 
overflow arrival process. We have already presented 
this study at the 7th ITC [5 ] with the following ma
jor conclusion: in a blocking situation, partial traf
fics seem to be generated by a modified offered pro
cess, thus explaining the "softening" of the traffic. 

Usual methods of fitting and combining the 
first moments of partial overflow traffics do not take 
account of the above property and assume, on the 
contrary, an infinite capacity overflow trunk group. 
Our study is therefore incompatible with these me
thods which, moreover, lead to complicated calcula
tions if 3rd and 4th moments are used. 

In the presentation of the results which we 
deduce below from the above mentioned study, it will 
be seen that each partial overflow traffic can be cha
racterized by just two quantities: its intensity and 
its "congestion factor". The latter is defined as the 
ra tio of call congestion to time congestion for this 
traffic offered in isolation to a trunk group of equiva
lent capacity, determined by means of a relatively 
simple system of equations. 

The method of R.I. Wilkinson [11] uses the 
overall variance or the "overall peakedness factor" to 
ev'aluate mean call con8estion. To evaluate individual 
losses, we propose to replace this peakedness factor 
by the above mentioned congestion factor. This sub
stitution can also be made in "Hayward1s loss formula" 
which then has excellent accuracy, even in the case of 
low blocking. 

The proposed method is particularly well 
adapted to "very peaky" overflow traffics and takes 
account of the way the traffic peaks are affected on 
contact with other overflow traffics. 

It also allows us to present a simple rule for 
cluster engineering in hierarchical networks. 

We begin by recalling the above mentioned 
study. 

2. THE TRUNK GROUP 

2.1. Assumptions and notations 

a) Lost calls are cleared, set up times are 
negligible and we assume stationarity. 
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b) x renewal processes are offered to the same 
group of n trunks. The inter-arrival distribution of the 
i th process is Fe: (t) with mean value el-A.i) • 

c) All call holding times are independent of 
the arrival processes and of each other and have the 
same negative exponential distribution whose mean va
lue is equal to the unit of time. Note, moreover, that 
at the end of [(; ], we proved the non-influence of 
more general distributions on the overflow occupation 
distribution at arbitrary and overflow instants, in the 
stationary case and for an infinite overflow group. 

d) Calls of the i th offen~d process occupy 
di channels. Except in section 5, we assume d i = I 
(i = l, ... ,x) corresponding to ordinary calls. 

2.2. Blocking states 

2.2.1. Notation 

Offered traffic intensity for the i th process 
A: :i\. ; (1.) 

~ .. is : 

Similarly, we write for the characteristic 
function of~n5er-arrival . times: 
f ~ e~) = J (.; e '5 t. cL ~ (t) I ( R (}J ). 0) ( 2 ) 

A further imRortant function is : 

1i (3) =~ ~~:~) =j~~" ~~ f!-~(t).rdf;(l-)edf:.(t-J+"J (3) 
The quantity (i. ( p J gives the mean number of (par
tial) calls arriving during the simultaneous occupation 
of V given busy trunks. 

Denote by P(k
1 

..• k x ) the probability that, 
at an arbitrary instant, there are simultaneously k i. 
calls of type i in progress (i i l, ... ,x) and let: 

5 (y~ ... Yz)=L (~~). "(y:)f(A~ ... fJ,,) (Ir) 
~ .... ,. A" 

If we divide this expression by 
'H! 

Yj ! v'J.,! . 0 ~ , JJ x .I 
we find (see [5 ]) the probability that (at an arbitra
ry instant) 'Yi given trunks are busy in the i th traffic 
stream (i = l, ... ,x). For the blocking state, where 
k~ + ••• + k", = n, we have: . 

. F ( II j'" ~ % ) = 5 (~'l ." ~ ~ ) (5 ) 
At . a call arrival instant in the i th traffic stream, de
note the quantity equivalent to S( ~ ... Y,x,) by Bi (~'" ~'I::) 

2.2.2. Case of an isolated trunk group 
In the case of an infinite capacity trunk 

group and a single traffic stream (x = 1), the equiva
lents of Band S are b (v) and 4 (y) given by 

(J .& JCXl ;) 0:, 

5-v.Y' (C)=- i J • ~(,pI== 1T v(J) 
J:o 0 ) (6) 

( .Acl1 (c;) =- .1, Ad-) (}))== A... ~-6(:) (V·-i) 
v 

If v is the variance of the (carried) traffic, the 
"peakedness factor" has the expression : 

g = f :: 2 .1;(20)1- 4,;/-t.) [4,~J.).l2. ((1.) + 1-A (7) 

If the trunk group has only n trunks, the equivalents 
of Band S are written b'Yl, (y ) and sn (v) and we re
call the relation : 

{~ (V) == ~ (Y). -4 -Yl (J/) (8 ) 
Whel'e: \' ~(o)='1 I 

L I f (v) = V. K( Y i I ( '1 ) 

We call f(n) the congestion factor of the considered 
traffic: it is equal to the ratio of the call congestion 
~(n) to the time congestion s1l- (n) for a group of n 
trunks. 

For Poisson traffic .(z = 1), we have f(n) = 1. 
For "peaky" traffic (z.> 1), we have f(n) > 1. If Z is 
large enough (very peaky traffic), we have f(n» Z if 
n is large enough. 

2.2.3. Case of 'x traffic streams 

For the i th traffic stream, and recalling ex
pression (7), let 
) Di (1.) == .1- .f .r:. (-i.j- Ai = } £ ) 

I 1) i (y)= ,1. '1- V.fi (p) - {y-:t),~. (y-:t ) 
(1.0) 

Taking account of (9), this can be written 

I ("-:1) I D.i (V)=J.+ Ai[fl(Y)-fi(V- .~)] 
V r(YF A and therefore : For Poisson traffic we have 

f()I) -= D(»).= 1. 

In [ 5 ], chapter (IV.3), we made use of a re
mark by Morris and Wolman [8 ] on the properties of 
statistical equilibrium. It follows that, in a finite capa
city trunk group, and in a congestion situation, the 
frequency of the ends of calls in progress is equal to 
the frequency of the starts of congestion states for a 
given partial traffic stream, independently of the oc
cupancy distribution in the other congested traffic 
streams. This results from the mutual independence of 
arrival processes and call holding times. In the above 
mentioned paper, we deduced expressions (122) and 
(123) which, taking account of (9) and (11) above, can 
be written in the following form, for YJ. +-.-.+J.'~ = 11 : 

~ I A Jlt' , 'I, -1.. , (A . 

&

s (}It." vx )= K. IT, _t. 7r (t , )} 
1.=1 ~! ' i:::-1 .Dj. (Jd- t) (i2) 

B-t' (Vj ." Vx )= li (Po() ~ 5 (Y!/I, Yx) 

where f i. (Yi) is expression (9) relative to the i th par
tial traffic stream. This is its "congestion factor" for 
a capacity)oli . In (12) we set ifY (ii)!!: I for)1= 0 
and )) = 1. " A= 1. b/ 

K is a constant factor whose exact expression 
is not important for the time being. 

Expressions (12) are remarkable in that they 
do not explicitly contain the trunk group capacity n, 
Further, for the i th traffic stream, let 

~
(/)i (~ ) ==- '1 r~ (i) . 

4.+(~ 'f1..)dt.. (} ,~1.) . 

r: (1) = tp,- (~J . = ~. (~) 
1. - 4>L' (~) D,: e~ '1-1.) 

(13) 

and : LL~ ~ f7. (~) =-~ -= Ai- . (f4-) 
3 ~ 0 P

L
, (1..) , '5 ;: 

The first expression (12) can then be written: 

t 5 (Yi ", px ) = K· "Tr. X S . (~) 
. , £=1 00,1. I 

w', th : CA ) IT ~i -1 
5

00 
• (y~. )=L . ~. . r. 

,I.. Y.: a--i' it:! L 

(is) 
(A) 

In a congested situation, the system behaves as if the 
trunk group were of infinite capacity, on condition 
that we make the substitutiond'i (z)~r-(z). In other 
words, congestion states appear'to be re"lative to mu
tually independent partial traffic streams generateclbY 
renewal arrival processes defined by fi (z) and not by 

~ , 
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If we have Di (z).: I (case of Poisson arrivals), we 
again have the case of infinite n. Dc: (z) expresses the 
correlation between traffic streams but does not de
pend on the trunk group capacity n. 

2.2.4. Individual loss equations 

Taking account of (12), the time congestion is 

IT = Z sty! ". J}~) ) ct.~· =·n) (.10) 
~ ... Y:t -~ 

Similarly, the call congestion of the i th partial traffic 
stream is given by l: 

B.==L ':I.,{Vl ') · 5(pj ,,·Yx ) (?'>"l:: n) (i~ 
I. P ) <:'j. 

Y~ ... P% 

Can we relate Bi to 7rin a simple manner? If so, we 
would be able to deduce the individual loss distribution. 
Consider the term of (16) in the neighbourhood of the 
maximal point (~ ... V_ ). This point is such that 

, ... ,0 _,0 
S (J{ 0 ... )Ji' 0 ... Y

J
' 11' p... ) 

I , 1 0 ~/O 1'\./ 1 
S (~,O'" ~ a-1 ... fj +1 .11 V.l: fO) "V' 

I ,0 ~ 
Expression (12) then gives, for L Y , == 1'L ! 

A. f <. (Pi ,a) et i..::1.(~/O, ) 
-'- I - l :: .1. I •• '/~ 
v.:, 0 ~I (j)L~ 0 .1- .t) 

This gives the following equivalent capacity equations 
(for i = 1, ... , x) : 

y~ 0 
n 

l -A, Ii- (v,,',o) :le 

~ (~~o) l' Ap' .t-
/). (jJi 0 +1.) ~ (V~/O+ ·t) ... I ft.: 1. 

(18) 

or, taking account of (9) and (13) : 

Y,,',D n -- ::c ( 

~~o . 'I (~',o) L V,t,o . r O~_IO) 
h=.! 

18a) 

The summations (16) and (17) depend essentially 
on t he leading terms in the neighbourhood of the ma
xima l point. Moreover, in general, the functions f (v) ) 
D(Y) and P(Y) vary more slowly than the function 
lA/~! ~ ,as V varies about the maximum. From (17) 
then, we deduce the approximation 

Equations (18) may be solved by successive iterations 
and, for each partial traffic stream, give the equiva-
lent capacity V. and the individual congestion factor 

l-,O 

~~(~',o) , 
2.2.5. Time congestion 

It remains to find i\ in order to be able to use 
(19). Let B be the mean call congestion. Total rejec
ted traffic C, given by the sum of partial rejected 
traffics, is: ~ ~ f c = A. B -= 2. Ai.B,· = 7f .. ~Ai· L' (YL~C) I 

2: .: =1 .: 't 

where A = ~$ A (. . We deduce the following rela-
tion for the overall traffic : 

B = 7\. 20 
where we let: 

(20) 

~ Ai , .£ (P ) Zt!) =L [;" ;, c-
i:.-1 A 

(21..) 

Z 0 is the mean congestion factor 

The overall traffic carried, in a congestion situation, 
can be defined by its first moments (in a congestion 
situation). The system behaves as if this traffic were 
the result of x = Zo (provisionally assumed to be a po
sitive integer) identical partial traffics having the same 
call congestion Bi = B. Equations (18) for the partial 
equivalent capacity give ~ =(21) without changing the 
trunk load. "It) ZD 

We could have chosen a value of x other than Zo 
but expression (20) would not then have been satisfied. 
To see this simply, consider the analogy of a single 
traffic stream for which calls need Zo channels. We 
again have relation (20) and the reduced equivalent 
capacity (n/Zo ) for the equivalent (single cha'nnel) 
caBs undergoing the same call congestion. 

Finally, the mean call congestion is a function of 
the form : 1"t. fl 

B = B (z:.o J Zc) . (22) 
where successive moments must be mtroduced appro
priately. From (20) we deduce the time congestion: 

7T~_'1._, B(z-1'l J ~ ) (23) 
Zo 0 Zo 

In the next section we apply these results to the case 
of overflow traffic. 

3. HIERARCHICAL NETWORKS 

3.1. The circuit cluster 

The basic element of any hierarchical network is 
the "cluster" : x primary trunk groups overflow on to 
a (second choice) overflow group of n trunks; primary 
group i is offered Poisson traffic of intensity a ... and 
consists of m i circuits (i = I, ... , x). The overflow 
group cannot itself overflow on to a primary group 
because of the supposed hierarchy. 

From [ S ], section IV.4, we know that expression 
(1) for the intensity of the i th overflow (2nd choice) 
traffic is : 

--Ai = C<., = et,: Em,. (a. [ ) (24) 
where Ettt (a) is the Erlang loss formula. Similarly, we 
have~ __________________ ~ __ ~ ______ ~~ 

1 0-; (#tt,' Cl. tJ 
!,i{P) = . ------:-

E'I'H..,.{tlt-) rTV?t (h1 i/ Clt) (25) 

where er; (~/ a) has the generating function 
. " . "'K tU.( ( . ) -r> 

iy(-u)=~=ocr;(~i~) . U =e . ~--tI.. (26) 

This function was originally introduced by L. Kosten 
[ I;- ] and then by E. Brockmeyer [ 1. ]. 

In [~1] we gave the following recurrence relations 
which can be used to determine this term: 

~
rr (~ a):. a~ at ('Uot .a) = V; ('k1,-a I 

D I m!) I E-m, (aJ I 

.J . ) ( ) . (27) y, ~1. (/Wfi tl = ""' ·fY-d. V;('1Mia) .~d ·£1.{1ttill) 

In the case of (first choice) Poisson traffic directly 
offered to the overflow group we have m = 0 and 
therefore b = a, [- ()J) = l) (1-') ==:t . 

3.2. State probabilities method 

We can directly apply expressions (12), (16) and 
(17). To evaluate K we can use the relation due to 
N.!. Sec h which we gave as formula (52) in [ '1 ] : 

~a,~" .. \""a:: f1{.j1.~ m( . ... J~ . '?1.) 
L.~L'L ~ =1. ~2) ' 
.:~ 1 a ~=o j,.~o E. . /a) / 

J~.;. ... .j.n-r. .. t-'''#-J:>.:''''11. ~'" 
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I I I I 
1 54 151.501 1 13.9314.0( 7 !t4.30!1 h.9811.5~ 11.9112.34 

I I I I I 1 I I I 
2 54 151.501 1 13.9314.0( o 1 4.001 1 14. 001 1 7.9312.49 

I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
! !! I 

3 54 125.751 2 12.9612.91 
I I I -T 1 

o 1 4.001 1 14.001 1 6.9611 .84 
I I I I 1 I I I I 

4 54 I 8.581 6 11.7411.91 o I 4.001 1 14.001 1 5.7411.2c 
I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Table 1 

Considered examples (data ) 

C a se of t wo prima r y trunk groups 

where p{j,l . . . j~ ; n) is the probability of having 
j. (i = 1, .. . , x) calls in progress in the i th trunk group 
ctnd congestion in the overflow group. In the Annex of 
[ 11 J we derived the following relation relative to a 
single unlimited overflow traffic: 

, ) OP (J;aJ 
A(Y,)(JI y = Aoo (P)- ~ 

~:1. l'Wlj a) 
(29) 

Using expressions (12) and (30) and taking account of 
(28), we can calculate the constant K ard the ex
pressions (16) and (17) giving the values of the time 
congestionlT and of the individual overall loss proba-
bil ities: 'P - E /a ') B 
--- ..L L - ·1'n. i \ 4 l ' -c-'- (31) 

This still rather complex calculation method has al
lowed us to verify the accurac y of the results ob
tained for known examples, e.g. those quoted in [~o J 
and even the cases of small capac ities originally given 
by C. Palm [9 J. 

In table 1 we note two e xamples (no 1 and 2) ta
ken from [1. 0 J since the first traffic (i = 1) here is 
especially "peaky" (z1 = 4). The results given by the 
above method ("method 1 If) are corn pared against the 
exact solutions of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equa
tions given in [.10 J : see table 2. The a ccuracy is 
excellent except for the "less peaky" traffic in the 
case of high blocking. 

The close acc urac y obtained for more typical con
gestion values justifies the approximations made and 
the use of the special "produc t form" in (12) whic h 
was originally given in [5 J. We can thus, in practice, 
retain the time scale appropriate for each traffic 
stream . In other words, the results justify the ap
proximating assumption of the same mean call holding 
time in all traffic streams. Lastly, using expressions 
(12) we can now consider the "equivalent capacities" 
approximation method. 

3.3. The equivalent capacities method 

The works of R.I. Wilkinson [~:1J showed that the 
overall traffic, and consequently its mean blocking 
probability B, were practically defined by its first two 
moments, i.e. by only two constraints. It follows that 
expression (2l ) necessarily reduces to Erlang's loss 

formula: lr 
(32) B~E~ (z ) 

Zo 0 
We recognize "Hayward's loss formula" [ 3 J where 
the overall peakedness factor Z is replaced by the 
mean congestion factor Zo defined by (21). 

From (23), the time congestion Tr of the overflow 
group is approximately : 

[ 7f ~ ;0 . F~ (1:) [ (33) 

Let 

(34) 

By (24) and (25) we can write: 

4z- it-'CY) = ai f ·' (y) 
Ex~ession (11) is now .. I .. (rJ) =-t + ~ i It, (vi '- (.. ,(y- 1.)7 r 

(35) 

(36) 

In (18), let the equivalent capacity of the i th partial 
overflow traffic be n . = y. , 

t "10 

Taking account of (34) and (36), the equivalent 
capacity equations (18), in the overflow group,are 
now: 

rn. i _ d i t:: (?l£VOL' ("Xl +:t) 
--- :le 

11. ~ ali fA bl.Jt) / bll (n/t +:1) 
For the successive iterations two iterations alread y 
give a good approximation), one set of values (n L ) is 
used to. calculate the right hand sides of (37), thus e s
timating the left hand sides giving the next set (n i)' 
As starting values we could set n

l
: = n . (a . / A), 

. writing x ~ 10 '-

A=2~tl.e ) &::? IJ-l =~ at' · Em. . (a,, ) (38) 
~~~ K ,_~ L-~ I. 

Expressions (21) and (35) then give the mean congestion 
factor to be used in (33) : 

where the (ni ) are a solution of (37). The expression 
of (33) then gives ff, on taking account of (38). The 
individual loss probability of the i th overflow traffic 
is then given by (19) and (25) : 

I B~ = 7f. ?' ('I'Ll ) (40) 

The results obtained from these expressions are quite 
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Ex In 
I 

Z IE."l! Z I B I ~lz 0 I 0 

1 
27 2.34010.006 2.68710.009 0.00910.01910.005 0.01910.005 0.01910.0051 5.37\ 
18 11 \0.088 2.32310.087 0.08710.16310.059 0.161\0.051 0.16 \0.050\ 4.36\ 
13 11 10.238 2.049\0.223 0.215\0.357\0.171 0.359\0.136 0.39 \0.14 I 3.60\ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

2 
22 2.48710.005 3.24510.011 0.01110.01910.004 0.01910.004 0.01910.004\ 5.531 
15 11 10.061 2.808\0.074 0.07910.13110.030 0.13 \0.029 0.12 10.026\ 4.651 
10 11 10.224 2.37510.218 0.225\0.35210.107 0.35 10.098 0.35 10.0921 3.771 

31 
3 20 

13 

48 
4 31 

20 

11 

1.2951 
11 I 
11 I 

I 

Table 2 

0.02710.004 0.02810.0041 4.241 1.001 
0.18 10.041 0.17 10.0391 3.561 1.001 
0.40 10.14 0.40 10.12 I 2.941 1.001 

\ I I I I 
I 

0.04310.008 0.04310.0071 2.821 1.001 
0.23 \0.065 0.22 10.0561 2.441 1.001 
0.45 10.21 0.42 10.17 I 2.091 1.001 

I I I I I 

Comparative results concerning the examples of table 1 

(Case of two primary trunk groups overflowing on to a group of n trunks) 

B : mean call congestion on the overflow group BE ' (~ ) 
Bo : approximate value of B : __ __ 0 = 1tt ~'J1z. -
Bi : call congestion of the i th traffic stream (i = 1, 2) Zoo ZtI 
fi(ni) : congestion factor of the i th traffic stream (i = 1, 2), formula (25) 

[

Exact method : Kolmogorov state equations method ' 

Method (1) : state probabilities method, formulae (12), (28), (30) and (59) 

Method (2) : Equivalent capacities method, formulae (33), (37) or (53), (39), (40) or(60). 

accurate as shown Dy exal -,ples 1 and 2 in table 2. 
Note that the Hayward loss formula 

8 ~ E~ (!) (41) 
gives far too 10vT an estimation for low congestion 
while expression (32) is a good approximation in all 
cases : "Hayward's loss formula" should indeed be used 
with Z 0 and not Z. It is then convenient and can be 
used generally to calculate rr in (33). 

Note that for low congestion, very peaky 
traffic (i = 1) corresponds to a congestion fac tor 
f~ (n t ) = 5,4 greater than the peakedness factor 
z! (= 4) which decreases with n : the "peaks" of this 
very peaky traffic are smoothed on contact with the 
other traffic stream. 

3.4. Third choice traffic 

In case of a second overflow, the intensity of 
the i th 3rd choice traffic is 

C(· =0(' E'mt' (at') )0 Bi = r:(. r; (4-2.) 
, D~note by f ~ (}J), its congestion factor. For 
Its evaluatIOn, let us consIder the overall traffic of 
the overflowing group. Taking account of (25) and (32), 
its congestion fact~s( -n . t- ) 

Zo ._1._. P Zo I Fa 

B q;+i(~j:o) 
For each congestion duration in the overflow group 
(of n circuits), it overflows an average of calls mul
tiplied by Zo if we compare with the case of a Poisson 

uaftic. In the case of the i th trClitic ccnsiJe reJ, an 
average of calls multiplied by ft.' (n( ) instead of Zo is 
overflowing. The congestion factor of this i ~ 3 'Z.d 

choice traffic is 

(43) 

This expression depends on n" and above all on (n/Z 0 ). 

It results in a higher congestion factor . Equations (18) 
can then be used again for this 2nd overflow, and so 
on. 

3.5. Cluster engineering 

Until now we simply set a standard B = Ba 
for the average call congestion on the overflow group 
and applied Wilkinson's method [i,1] to evaluate just 
B and not the individual Bl . 

The possibility of simultaneously observing an 
entire circuit cluster, due to the extensive introduc
tion of electronic switching, now allows us to envisage 
a more economic network management by imposing 
standards for individual overall loss probabilities, 
Pt :: Po , and for direct offered traffi'c, 7f =/To . We 
have ITa > Po since the direct traffic general! y has 
a supplementary "service protection". Expressions (31), 
(33), (40) and (34) then lead to the fundamental rela
tion : 

(44) 

2.2B-1-5 
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The function f(JJ J may easily be evaluated with the 
following recurrence relation, deduced from (27) : 

t
" f(O) = Em- (a.) ) (45) 

L = (-m..+¥-a) + a !CY-1) 
J{Y) 

For example, take Pe = 0.01 and n;, = 0.03 giving 
C = 1/3. Expression (39), taking account of (38), may 
now be written: Z = C . .L 

~ .fr 
Expression (33) and the standard"= n; then allow us 
to calculate the number n of overflow trunks. The 
"equivalent capacity" equations (37) become 

n~ __ CLil'Di (-ni +1.) 
I'n,. :t (46) "----t< af< / D/t (11.A. H) . 

It is then convenient to draw up a table takmg account 
of (44) and giving nL and D; (n i + 1) for given C, ai 
and m· . Table 3 is a reduced example for C = 1/3. 
We ca~ proceed in the following manner. Initially 
assume Dt (ni + 1) ;. 1 and therefore n L = n.(a i / A). 
By interpolation on n,: , the table gives the correspon
ding values of mi and Di (n; + 1) which are inserted 
in (46) to obtain a new set of values (n i. ), and so on. 
In practice, two iterations are sufficient and even the 
first frequently gives an acceptable value for m~ . We 
thus solve simply the fundamental cluster engineering 
problem concerning the addition of a new traffic 
stream. 

To construct an entirely new network we 
must use a new iteration: to each value of n there 
corresponds a set { m ~ ~ and therltore values of band 
7T . The iteratiQn should satisfy the condition TT ="71"0. 
As to the value of C, its choice depends on economic 
considerations. 

a=31.00 ! la ! 23 24 25 26 
! e ! 0.316 0.290 0.264 0.240 
! b ! 9.792 8.983 8.194 7.429 
! n ! 0.381 0.952 1.512 2.065 
! D ! 2.194 2.115 2.044 1.980 

Table 3 Table for Cluster engineering 

- Equation (44) : f (n) = C for C = 0.333 

- e = E-m. (a), b = a E.,." (a), D = D (n + 1) 

't . NON HIER ARCHICAL NETWORKS 

4.1. Mutual overflow 

The basic element consists of the mutual 
overflow between two groups of NI trunks respective
ly (i = 1, 2) for Poisson traffics of intensity al..(i = 1,2). 
These two trunk groups also carry other hierarchical 
overflow traffics. For the first step, we suppose that 
the mutual overflow traffics are Poisson. The "equiva
lent capacities" method gives a first set of capacities 
for the various traffic streams. Then we use the ex
pression (43) and, by successive iterations, we deduce 
the capacities at first choice and at second choice 
for the traffic a i (i = 1, 2) and the partial losses. 

If the influence of the hierarchical overflow 
traffics is weak, we have to take account of the very 
peaky nature of mutual overflow traffics, in order to 
evaluate their second choice blocking probabilities. In 
a simple manner, we may suppose (provisionally) a 
general mutual overflow between the two trunk 
groups (and for any traffic). It results in a supplemen
tary (non-existent) overflow traffic T for the original 
hierarchical traffics. For the traffics a. (i = I, 2) the 

L-

system approximately behaves as if an overall traffic 
(A - T), with a mean congestion factor Zo' would be 
offered to the group of (N~ + N R.) trunks, A being the 
total traffic really offered (excluding internal overflow 
traffics). Finally, the (first + second) choice blocking 
probability for the traffics a i (i = 1, 2) is approxima
tely by excess: 

E ~ ...!..- .. EN~+N2.. (A- T) (47) 
Zo Zo 

taking account of (33). 

4.2. Third choice tri:dfic 

We suppose now that, after mutual overfIow 
on the first two trunk groups, the traffic overflows 
(hierarchically) on to another trunk group. The "equi
valent capacities" method may again be applied. The 
t~affic ai gives rise to a third choice traffic of inten
SIty : 

cl. = ai P (48) 
Taking account of (43) and (47), its "congestion factor" 
is approximately by default: r.- IN +N A-T) 

1. Vv ( __ 1 __ 2 i--

'tV)== • %0 Z" f E 'A-T ) er- (N~+N~ ,A-I) 
N~fNz. \[ Y+1. ZO I z"l 

(49) 

Zo 
In other words, the system behaves as if this traffic 
were overflowing from a primary group of 

~ = Ni + N2. (50) 
"Zo h f " trunks. Thus, whlle mutual overflow on t e 1rst two 

choices improves the accessibility of the traffic and 
more evenly shares overloads between the first two 
trunk groups, there results a very peaky third choice 
traffic for which it is preferable to come back to a 
hierarchical structure : it is necessary to find the best 
trade - off between the flexible routing provided by 
non-hierarchical networks and the resistance to local 
overloads of hierarchical networks. 

5. MULTI-CHANNEL CALLS 

5.1. The equivalent average call 

Suppose now that di ~ I (i = I, 2, ... , x). We 
therefore have the case of the ISDN where a call of 
the i tit stream requires d i channels operated in circuit 
switching mode. We come back to the hierarchical 
network and the circuit cluster of section 3. 

Expressions (12), where n does not appear, are still 
valid for the calls themselves on condition that we 
satisfy the new condition: 

f P. c( == n (51) 
..., of t th 

For a call of the i stream, the system behaves as if 
the capacity of the primary trunk group were only 
(mi /d I ). Expressions (25) and (34) become: 

fi (V) f (,} 0; (T;-; Cl,,) (52) 

£i (v):= ft." (0) ) , ' J})::; er:- (~, ,a,) 
Y+1. cL; J 

Expression (36) for D i (y) is unchanged. Equations (18) 
are still valid for the left hand side. However, in order 
to take account of the new condition (51), it is neces
sary to multiply numerator and denominator of the i th 
ratio by di before adding the numerators together to 
equal n and then adding the denominators. Lastly, ins
tead of (37), the equivalent capacity equations expres
sed in numbers of calls (and not in number of trunks) 
may be written, on taking account of (52) and (36) : 
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(53) 

The intensity (in numbers of calls) of the overall over
flow traffic may be written: 
er =t:. ~ := i. a i · E~, (at') (54) 
The ~:an conge's£on fact~ir Z 0 is still defined by (39) 
taking account of (52) and (54). Total equivalent capa
ci ty (in numbers of calls) of the overall overflow traffic 

is: i ?'It' = no{<' '11...) 
,'=1 (55) 

where the n.: are the solution of (53). Expression (32), 
taking account of (54) and (55), provides an evaluation 
of the mean blocking probability B of the average 
equivalent call in the overflow Croup: 

B~ E 'Ko (-) (56) z: Zo 

Expression (33) then gives the time congestion of the 
overflow group : Ir 

7f~~' E?'I.o (-) 
Z - '%0 (57) 

o %0 

5.2. Individual loss probabilities 

Assume that a given call of the i tit. traffic 
stream requires only one channel. Expression (40) then 
gives the overall call congestion: E (. ) Q 

Pi =-IJ,;'!:i7,(tt;)3 ·l7r· (,,(M. t ' ) 5 = ~ aI.' , l~ 
where the factor (l Id i ) comes from the fact that the 
loss is now evaluated for a single primary trunk and 
not d; . Let M-~ P, d· l>:L.~ /r.d.'-

1 
-c- lr", ') /IIJ ~ t to ) 

_ (.!b.)'.1,~< H. =J . .':'kd.'-1 (58) 
k. - M £ cl· K-1. 

L 

In [2], formula (19), where only Poisson partial traffics 
are considered, the following approximate expression 
for the overall call congestion when the call requires 
d C, channels is given : 

j(di_ 1-p . . -- := E-,(a ... ) . Q t ' • Hi (59) 
L J<-~ T-

In other words, the i~dividual call congestion of the 
i tit. traffic stream in the overflow group is approxima-

tely : I I ~i :::::: 7r, ft' ('1'l i) . Ht' (60) 

where we have taken into account (52), (57) and (58). 
For d i = 1 we have Hi= 1. 

In short, we must reason on the number of calls and 
not on the number of busy trunks, so that all the con
siderations in the previous sections still apply, whether 
the network be hierarchical or not, on condition that 
we make the substitution m ... -.mi Idi.. , for the capa
cit y On calls) of the primary trunk groups. In partic u
lar, expressions (44) and (48) are still valid on taking 
account of (52). Only the denominator of the right 
hand side of (53) contains the term d A. explicitly. 

Tables 1 and 2 give examples 3 and 4 exten
ding example 2. The first traffic stream corresponds 
successively to d~ = 2 (example 3) and d ~ = 6 (exam
ple 4) so that the load offered to the primary trunk 
group remains the same : a~AL = 51.50. We give the 
results provided by the state equations method (sec
tion 3.2) where, in addition to substitution (61), we 
have replaced n by the integer part of no defined by 
(55). We compare these results with the values obtai-

ned by the present equivalent capacity (in numbers of 
calls) method. The results of the two methods are 
practically equivalent. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The "equivalent capacities"method converges 
rapidly to give good approximations. 't can be used to 
analyze large hierarchical or non-hierarchical networks 
and covers the case of multi-channel calls. 

It is based on the distribution of blocking 
states, thus bringing us to replace. the traffic's "pea
kedness factor" by its "congestion factor", justifying a 
more extended use of "Hayward's loss formula". 

By (3) and (9), this factor is directly related 
to the nature of the arrival process and not simply to 
the arrival intensity. This shows that it is not suffi
cient to try to approximate the process by modifying 
the arrival intensity as a function of the occupancy 
state of the overflow group. Furthermore, the traffic 
combination law has shown the necessity to consider 
an auxiliary function D (») which comes from the 
modification to the nature of the process of refused 
arrivals. Any approximate method must take account 
of this modification instead of uniquely considering 
the process of served calls. 
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